WIDEX CAMISHA CUSTOM EAR-TIP AND EARMOLD STYLES, MATERIALS AND OPTIONS

NOTE: 9mm removal line is standard on custom ear-tips for RIC (S/M/P) and thin tube BTEs. Not available for RITE (HP/SP/CB) custom earmolds.

**CUSTOM FLEX HARD**
- **Material:** Hypoallergenic UV-light cured acrylic material
- **Colors:** Beige; medium brown; clear
- **Venting:** No vent; small (.8 - 1 mm) (standard); medium (1.3 - 1.5 mm); large (1.7 - 2.0 mm)
- **Additional options:** Soft hypoallergenic coat: UV cured thermosoft (material softens with body heat)
- **Application:** For RIC S, M and P; and thin tube BTE hearing aids

**CUSTOM OPEN HARD**
- **Material:** Hypoallergenic UV-light cured acrylic material
- **Colors:** Beige; medium brown; clear
- **Venting:** Open
- **Additional options:** Soft hypoallergenic coat: UV cured thermosoft (material softens with body heat)
- **Application:** For RIC S and M; and thin tube BTE hearing aids

**CUSTOM FLEX SOFT**
- **Material:** Hypoallergenic AB Xtreme (Polymerized silicone material)
- **Colors:** Clear only
- **Venting:** No vent; small trench (.8 - 1.2 mm) (standard); medium trench (1.4 – 1.8 mm); large trench (2 - 2.4mm)
- **Application:** For RIC S, M and P; and thin tube BTE hearing aids

**CUSTOM ¾ HARD EARMOLD WITH OUTPUT EXTENDER**
- **Material:** Hypoallergenic UV-light cured acrylic
- **Colors:** Beige; medium brown; clear
- **Venting:** No vent (standard); pressure vent
- **Earmold options:** Full shell
- **Additional options:** Removal notch; soft hypoallergenic coat UV cured thermosoft (material softens with body heat)
- **Application:** For FUSION RITE HP and SUPER RITE SP BTE hearing aids

Continued
**CUSTOM ¾ HARD EARMOLD WITH STRAIGHT SOUND BORE** (standard)

| Material: | Hypoallergenic UV-light cured acrylic |
| Colors: | Beige; medium brown; clear |
| Venting: | No vent; pressure vent |
| Earmold options: | Full shell; half shell (space permitting) |
| Additional options: | Removal notch; soft hypoallergenic coat UV cured thermosoft (material softens with body heat) |
| Application: | For FUSION RITE HP and SUPER RITE SP BTE hearing aids |

**CUSTOM FULL SOFT EARMOLD WITH STRAIGHT SOUND BORE** (standard)

| Material: | Hypoallergenic AB Xtreme (Polymerized silicone material) |
| Colors: | Clear only |
| Venting: | No vent (standard); small trench (1 mm); medium trench (1.8 mm) |
| Earmold options: | No helix (3/4 shell); half shell (space permitting) |
| Application: | For SUPER wired RITE SP BTE hearing aids. For BABY440 RITE CB (ClearBand) BTE hearing aids. For FUSION wired RITE HP BTE hearing aids. |

**PLEASE NOTE:** For custom 3/4 hard earmold with output extender, custom 3/4 hard earmold with straight sound bore (standard), and custom full soft earmold with straight sound bore (standard), please mark horizontal plane on all RITE orders for proper earwire alignment.

**IMPRESSION TIPS – DID YOU KNOW?**

- For best results, use silicone based impression material of medium to high viscosity. Differences in impression material viscosity will have an impact on the finished product. The scanning process in the CAMISHA system uses a laser as the light source. Silicone impressions are opaque and can be scanned without any modifications. However, powder and liquid (Plasticized Methyl Methacrylate) material is translucent and results in an incorrect or distorted scan.
- Full impressions are required for all custom ear-tip and custom hearing aid orders. For best fit and cosmetics, make a full concha and long canal impression past the second bend. This will ensure proper canal direction, minimize chances of feedback and need for remakes.
- Custom ear-tip and receiver options may be limited by ear canal size. Use the Widex Receiver Measurement tool to evaluate the appropriateness of your RIC custom ear-tip order. Optimal fit is dependent on meeting the impression angle, width and length criteria. Use of the tool will help minimize receiver-custom ear-tip orders that exceed the physical limitations of the ear.

**REMAKE/WARRANTY POLICY**

- 90-day no-charge remake warranty to ensure satisfaction with fit and comfort
- If there is a request to change the receiver type, custom ear-tip style and/or material, this request will be treated as a new order. Please refer to our current Price and Policy Guide for associated charges.

**Order online at www.widexpro.com**